CONSTRUCTION OF FLYOVER ON PURNIA-KATIHIR SECTION

1812. SHRI DULAL CHAND GOSWAMI:

Will the Minister of ROAD TRANSPORT AND HIGHWAYS सड़क परिवहन और राजमार्ग मंत्री be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government proposes to construct a new flyover on cross cut road connecting Purnia with Katihar to address the issue of traffic jam on the said road;

(b) if so, the details thereof; and

(c) if not, the other steps being taken by the Government in this regard?

ANSWER

THE MINISTER OF ROAD TRANSPORT AND HIGHWAYS

(SHRI NITIN JAIRAM GADKARI)

(a) to (c) No Sir. However, National Highway Authority of India has taken up construction of grade Rotary Junction near major cross road intersection at Belori.
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